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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TM1 EQUIPMENT
Foreword

The TM1 Integrated instrument continuously monitors (on one or two independent channels) the ABSOLUTE
VIBRATIONS of any type of rotating machine.

Main characteristics

Input vibration signals from velocity or acceleration transducer
Input signals from no-contact transducer or photocell (NPN) for phase or rotation measurements

Provision for installing low and/or high band-pass filters for selecting frequency of the input signals (nb: frequency of the
low band-pass filter should be at least double that of the high band-pass filter)

Output signals of analog type proportional to the measured current signal (4 to 20 mA) or else voltage signal (0 to 10
Vdc) independent for each measuring channel
Digital output signals, presettable over the entire measurement range (for alarm and/or trip contacts of the machinery)
Digital output signal for self-diagnostics alarm with logic presettable by the user

Real time local display on digital readout of the value measured with selection by the user of the channel to be displayed.
Real time local display on LEDs regarding alarm status and self-diagnostics

Provision for interfacing with vibration analyzer (BNC)
Provision for interfacing with P.C. (RS 485)

Possibility of user  operating on the alarm signals with regards to:
- time delay in tripping the alarm threshold
- alarm threshold multiplier
- relay impulse time
- type of relay operation (NR or NE)
- type of relay memorization
- relay inhibition when switching on
- relay operation bypass
- relay reset
- selection of mode of relay operation

Provision for varying the preset parameters by means of local push  buttons (Fnn functions) or by  P.C. via serial link
RS485 (dedicated program)

Fixed on standardized DIN rail
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Specifications

Power supply :  24Vdc ±10% (standard)
   115/230 Vac  50/60 Hz (on request, with power supply unit code 616000200)  

Current drawn :  0.25 A max. (for Vdc power supply)
   0.40 A max. (for Vac power supply)

Measuring channels :  two,  max. (Ch.A and Ch.B)

Field acquirable
signals :  from velocity transducers sensitivity 21.2 mV / mm/s

   from acceleration transducers sensitivity 100  mV/g

Vibration values
measured :  amplitude  (pk or pk-pk, max. 500µm)

   speed    (RMS,          max. 50 mm/s)
   acceleration (pk or pk-pk, max. 20g)

Analog outputs :  OUT-A = 4 to 20 mA max. load 600 ohm  or else
                  0 to 10 Vdc min. load 10 Kohm
   OUT-B = 4 to 20 mA max. load 600 ohm  or else
                  0 to 10 Vdc min. load 10 Kohm

Digital outputs :  AL1-A  = 1 SPDT      (8A-250Vac) on RL1  alarm threshold
    AL2-A  = 1 SPDT      (8A-250Vac) on RL2  alarm threshold

   AL1-B  = 1 SPDT      (8A-250Vac) on RL3  alarm threshold
   AL2-B  = 1 SPDT      (8A-250Vac) on RL4  alarm threshold

            OK       = 1 ON-OFF (8A-250Vac) on RL5   self-diagnostics

Transd. output signal :  BNC-A = panel socket
:  BNC-B = panel socket

Serial output :  RS 485

Digital signals for
external checks :  TRM = multiplication of threshold value for AL1 and AL2

   BYP/RST = disabling of commands for the AL1 and AL2 relays  / alarm reset

Connecting cable
section. :  0.20 to  2.50 mm2

Fixing :  Rail NS35 EN50022

Ambient operating
range :  Temperature = -10°C to +65°C

   Protection = IP30 EN60529/10.91 (standard)
                        IP65 EN60529/10.91 (on request, with box code 201001035)

Non-binding drawings: 55105 = std  version            : overall dimensions, fixing and main characteristics
   55946 = std  version +pws   : overall dimensions, fixing and main characteristics
   55948 = IP65 version           : layout, overall dimensions
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EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS
Each TM1 measuring chain consists of field transducers, the TM1 instrument and users located downstream to the latter;
all connections must be made according to the terminal boards or connectors arranged on each device.

Field components (Transducers, Users, etc.)

For all field components, connections should be made via the flying plug connector or on the terminal board provided
with each device, according to the instructions given in relative section and/or in the wiring diagram regarding such
device.

The wiring  MUST  be made with cable resistant to agents associated with the workplace (oils, corrosive acids,
temperature, etc.).

Where indicated, shielded cable  MUST be used. Make sure that the shield is connected to the earth (ground) (GND) at
just one of the two cable ends (preferably on the instrument side).

The electrical conductors must all have a minimum cross section of 1.0 mm² (1.5 mm² min. recommended for the
transducers), max. possible cross section = 2.5 mm² for a distance of approx. 800 metres.

It is advisable to protect the cables by a metal jacket in the sections outside the protective wiring ducts in order to avoid
risk of mechanical damage to the connection.

The CEMB field mounted measuring transducers are built with environmental protection to EN 60 529/10.91. In order to
maintain such protection degree, make sure that during mounting and connection operations, there is no alteration to the
outer casing of the transducer and the parts comprising the connector.

TM1 instrument

Connection terminals M0 to M2 are located on board the instrument: to identify the terminals, refer to the attached
drawing and proceed according to the instructions given above.

The earth (ground) connection of the instrument should be made by using terminal 1; shielding of the transducer and
user cables, when provided, should be connected on the GND terminals.

Enclosures:

dwg. 55867 = std  version    : wiring diagram, external connections
dwg. 55947 = std  version +pws : wiring diagram, external connections
dwg. 58990 = RS485 connect.    : connections diagram
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OPERATION OF THE TM1 EQUIPMENT
Foreword

- The explanations regard the meaning, setting procedures and possible settings of the Fnn functions cited below; they
can be consulted in section 2.3.

- The following operating instructions are drawn up by considering the instrument connected to both measuring
channels; if connected to just one channel, obviously the instructions refer to the one single channel connected. The
unconnected channel should be disabled (see function F90, in such case the LED’s regarding the disabled channel
will always remain unlit) and the signal input terminals should be short circuited via a jumper.    

Normal operation
After making all the various connections correctly and switching on, the instrument IN NORMAL OPERATION mode
should appear as follows:

- The OK-A and OK-B  LED’s (green) should be slowly flashing for the times programmed by function F55, after which
      they should remain lit up with a steady light

-    Of LED A or B LED’s (yellow) the LED to light up with steady light will be that of the channel which has been selected
     for display when switching on by function F78 (selections 0 or 1; for selections 2 or 3 the LED to light up will be the
     one regarding the automatic display selected).

- When switching on the instrument, wait for 5 seconds before starting acquisition of the values in order to avoid
acquiring the starting peak on the signals. During this time, [----] will appear on the display. Such operation serves
for limiting the analog starting peak.

- The analog circuit  has a thermal drift of the value 0, which becomes steady 5-10 minutes after switching on.
Therefore the measurements should only be considered accurate after about 10 minutes from switching on.

The instrument continuously performs a self-zero function at a rate of about 30 seconds. During the first minutes after
switching on, this function makes sure that the value 0 is compensated and that the measurement is stabilized.

- The DISPLAY gives a real time display of the measurement value of the channel indicated by the steady lighting up
of LED A or LED B (use function F92 to select type of measurement to be displayed; the unit of measurement used
– not shown on the display – is selected with function F93).

For each measuring channel, the relative panel-mounted insulated BNC A or B connector supplies the output signal of
the respective transducer with tolerance ±10%, for connection to a vibration analyzer.

For each measuring channel, either voltage signals (0 to 10 Vdc) or current signals (4 to 20 mA,) (permanent setting
defined during testing) are supplied to the terminals regarding the analog outputs (OUT-A or OUT-B, which can be
identified by consulting dwg. 55867 or 55947); such signals are directly proportional to the value of the measurement
being monitored and corresponding to the preset measurement range, with max. linearity error: ± 2% full scale.

Examples: for outputs 0 to 10 Vdc and measurement range 0 to 400 µm, 0 Vdc corresponds to 0.0 µm, 5.0 Vdc
                 corresponds to 200µm, 10 Vdc corresponds to 400 µm.
                 for outputs 4 to 20 mA and measurement range 0 to 20 mm/s, 4 mA corresponds to 0.0 mm/s, 12 mA
                 corresponds to 10 mm/s, 20 mA corresponds to 20 mm/s.
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If, in a measuring channel, the value of the processed signal  exceeds the AL1 (ALARM) threshold calibration level, then
that of AL2 (TRIP), the corresponding RED LED’s AL1 and AL2  light up steadily on the panel; moreover there is
switching of the SPDT contacts with the time delays preset through function F51 and/or the impulse time preset through
function F52, on the terminals regarding the digital outputs (RLn, which can be identified by consulting dwg. 55867 or
55947).
NB1: the threshold calibration values can be preset with functions F31, F32, F33, F34.

The standard setting of the type of operation of relays AL1 and AL2 is: unlatched (FUG = relay is energized unlatched for
alarm conditions) and normally released (NR = = relay not energized in non alarm conditions); i.e. the measuring channel
returns automatically (with the reverse sequence) to normal operating conditions with the relay de-energized when the
processed signal returns to levels lower than the threshold calibration.
NB2: the following alarm relay settings can be modified or customized  by acting on the following functions:

- F50 Relay control logic (Lo, Hi)

- F51 Delay time in relay energizing (0 to 250 s)

- F52 Relay impulse time (0 to 250 s)

- F53 Mode of relay operation (NR or NE)

- F54 Type of relay memorization ( Unlatched or latch: FUG or MEM)

- F55 Relay inhibition time (0 to 240 s)

- F76 Multiplication value, AL1 and AL2 thresholds (1 to 5)

Special operating conditions

SELF-DIAGNOSTICS DEVICE (OK)

The slow flashing of both of the GREEN OK LED’s indicates that the wait time set with F55 is active (switching on or exit
from the functions mode) or that the BYP (by-pass) device is enabled.

The quick flashing of one or both of the GREEN OK LED’s  indicates failure of the self-diagnostics signal of the
measuring channel transducer (and therefore the Fault Alarm status) because the pick-up is faulty, or disconnected or
incorrectly positioned.

If one of these events should occur, the following effects  will be obtained on the channel involved:
- for selections 0 or 1 of F78 the wording ---- appears on the display.
- for selection 2 of F78  the display will show alternatively the wording ---- and the non faulty measurement value
- for selection 3 of F78 the non faulty measurement value appears on the display and the corresponding YELLOW LED

will be lit up
- the ON-OFF contact will be switched on the terminals regarding digital output OK (RL5, common to the two

measuring channels, which can be identified by consulting dwg. 55867 or 55947).
- Always: the measurement alarm relays will be inhibited.

Normally the SELF-DIAGNOSTICS messages are of the unlatched type, i.e. the instrument automatically returns to
normal operating conditions when the cause of the alarm is removed; however it is possible to select for RL5 the same
settings envisaged for the measurement alarm relays (F50, F51, F52, F53, F54, F55).

TRIP MULTIPLIER (TRM)

The TRIP MULTIPLIER (TRM) device allows multiplying the AL1 and AL2 thresholds of each measuring channel by the
multiplication factors preset on the control panel by means of function F76.
Typical application of this device is during the machine start-up transients.

The device is enabled from the outside of the instrument by short-circuiting terminals 7 and 9 which can be identified by
consulting dwg. 55867 or 55947).

CAUTION: enabling is common to the two measuring channels, there is no signalling of enabling of the device.

BY-PASS (BYP) / RESET (RST)
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The BYP device disables the commands to relays AL1 and AL2 in both measuring channels, (however, it does not
disable the commands to the Self-diagnostics relays).
However the instrument continues to monitor the values of the measuring channels, hence when the BYP device is
disabled, the relays are energized immediately an Alarm condition is present.
Typical application of this function is during machine start-up transients.

The device can be enabled when required by short-circuiting terminals 7 and 8 of the instrument (these terminals can be
identified by consulting dwg. 55867 or 55947).

CAUTION: when this operation is performed, the ALARM RESET function (RST) is also performed; hence if there are
alarm relays set for “latched” (memorized) operation” (F54 = ON) they will be reset.

Moreover the device is enabled automatically when the instrument is switched on, after a transient (e.g. after a drop in
voltage, or connection of a transducer, etc.); in such cases, it remains enabled throughout the time preset by function
F55.

The enabling of the BYP/RST device is indicated by the slow flashing of the two GREEN OK LED’s.

Each time the BYP device is disabled, the relay inhibition relay timer is energized in   order to allow the measurement to
become stabilized. This relay remains energized for the time preset on the control panel by function F55, and during
which the GREEN OK LED’s  flash slowly.

Devices on the control panel

Button [A/B] :
Used for selecting the vibration value of channel A or channel B.
The function of this button also depends on the value preset with F78 (display channel when switching on). See relative
section regarding the presetting of F78 for the possible uses of this button.

Button [AL1-2] :
Serves for displaying the alarm thresholds; each time this button is pressed, an alarm threshold is displayed with the
following sequence: AL1A, AL2A, AL1B, AL2B; when the button is pressed again, the system returns to display the
values.
Each time the value is displayed, the corresponding LED starts “rapid flashing” to indicate the value currently appearing
on the display.
Moreover display of the thresholds ends automatically if button [AL1-2] is not pressed within 5 seconds to go onto the
next value.

Button [F] :
Used for selecting FUNCTIONS  Fnn to preset parameters and alarms.
When button [F] is pressed to select a special function, LED’s (A) and (B) go out until the system returns to display the
values of the channels.
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Buttons [+] [-] :
Used to modify the settings; they are provided with “auto-repeat” function: when held down for more than 1
second, the value to be preset is increased or decreased at an ever higher rate until the button is relaxed.

Button [OK] :
Confirms input of the parameters.

LED (A):
Steady light = Value of channel A displayed
Rapid flashing = Analog value too high (see F66>F86)

LED (B):
Steady light = Vale of channel B displayed
Rapid flashing = Analog value too high (see F66>F86)

LED (OK) :
Unlit = Channel disabled
Steady light = Correct operation
Slow flashing =  Wait time at switching on or else BY-PASS (BYP) device enabled
Rapid flashing = Self-diagnostics signal missing from the pick-up (probably owing to a faulty or disconnected pick-up)

LED (AL1) :
Unlit = No alarm
Steady light = Alarm level exceeded
Rapid flashing = Channel alarm level displayed

LED (AL2) :
Unlit = No alarm
Steady light = Alarm level exceeded
Rapid flashing = Channel alarm level displayed

DISPLAY :
Provides a real-time display of the measurement value of the channel indicated by the steady lighting of up LED A or
LED B (the type of measurement is selected with function F92; the unit of measurement used, not appearing on the
displayed, is selected with function F93).

BNC-A or B :
For each measuring channel, the output signal from the respective transducer, with tolerance ±10%, is supplied on
relative panel-mounted insulated connector BNC A or B for connection to the vibration analyzer.
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INSTRUMENT TM1 SETTING

Functions Mode

The TM1 instrument contains many functions which allow reading and/or editing of the operation parameters.

IMPORTANT!
The instrument proceeds to monitor the alarm thresholds, actuate the relays  and set the analog output levels only when
the vibration levels are being displayed; while the operation parameters (functions mode Fnn) are being set, it is not
possible to monitor the vibration levels and therefore any alarm conditions will not be detected. However a timer is
present in the program for setting the values of the Fnn functions; this timer ends them when no button has been pressed
for about 10 seconds. In this case the instrument returns automatically to display the vibration levels and therefore to
monitor the alarm thresholds, etc.

When one of the operation parameters is modified, the instrument is reprogrammed at the end of the function Fnn with
the new parameters as though it had just been switched on. Therefore any relays in alarm condition will be disactivated
for the relay inhibition time during switching on, as set with function F55.

It is the User’s responsibility to prevent any undesirable interventions of devices installed downstream to the system’s
outputs due to errors in presetting or assessment made if the original settings are altered.

The method of selecting the functions mode divides the Fnn functions into:

Control functions: these are functions concerning the way the processing unit works (operation of relays, alarm
threshold calibrations,  displays, etc.); their access is relatively easy.

Protected functions: these functions regarding the functional presetting of the processing unit (assignments, self-
calibration, etc.); in order to stress the  importance of any alterations to such functions, their access
requires a special procedure.

The two methods of access to the functions mode are described below.

Selection of the “Control functions”

• Press button [F]. The value 'F. 1'  appears on the display

• Use button [+] to move to the required function (or else use [-] to move back if exceeding the function; these buttons
have the self-repeat function: if held down, the digits on the display will change at an increasingly higher rate.

• On reaching the required function, press [OK] to display the value of that function. To change it, use the [+] and [-]
buttons according to the instructions in the section regarding such function; when reaching the required value, press
[OK]

• To cancel the setting, either when selecting an Fnn function or when presetting a value, press [A/B].
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Selection of the “Protected functions”

• Press button [F]. The value 'F. 1' appears on the display.

• Use button [+] to move to function F79; this button has the self-repeat function: if held down, the digits on the
display will change at an increasingly higher rate.

• Press the following buttons in sequence: [F] [OK] [A/B] [+] within a max. time of 5 seconds; now the system passes
on to function F80, while on pressing [+] again, the system passes on to functions from 81 to 99.

• On reaching the required function, press [OK] to display the value of that function. To change it, use the [+] and [-]
buttons according to the instructions in the section regarding such function; when reaching the required value, press
[OK]

• To cancel the setting, either when selecting an Fnn function or when presetting a value, press [A/B].

CAUTION ! When returning to function F79 with [-], the access will be disabled. To pass on again to functions beyond
F79, repeat the above-described sequence of buttons.

Use of the Fnn functions

FOREWORD

This section only describes the functions for standard control of the instrument. Hence the following functions are NOT
illustrated:

- The configuration functions (already taken care of in the CEMB laboratories) and those functions requiring use of
      specific equipment.

- Those functions requiring adjustments to the internal calibration devices, in which case it is advisable to call in
specialized personnel.

OPERATIVE NOTES

The procedure for presetting the values is common to all functions and is performed by using the following buttons:

[+] = Increases displayed value
[-]  = Decreases displayed value
[OK]  = Confirms the preset value and ends the function
[A/B] = Cancels the editing operation. The preset value is not memorized, hence the value preset previously will be
              stored in the memory.
Buttons [+] and [-] also have the self-repeat function: when held down, after about 1 sec. the values change at an ever
increasing rate. If pressed just briefly, the value changes just once.

Generally a value is preset for each function. In the case of functions used for presetting multiple values (e.g. the relay
delay time when a different time must be set for each relay), after selecting the function (e.g.: F51) the selection of the
item to be preset appears on the display (e.g.: RL 1): using [+] and [-] select the required relay, then press [OK]. Likewise
in this case, [A/B] can be pressed to cancel setting of this function. After pressing [OK] the current value of the item
appears (e.g. delay time for RL1) and it will be possible to modify it as described above.
To return to selection of the function (F51 in this case), press [OK] after the modification.

When selecting the function to be modified or during presetting of the values, if no button is pressed within 10 seconds
the presetting is ended automatically and the instrument returns to display the values of the channels.
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Control functions available

F30 = Setting of self-diagnostics type
F31 = Setting of alarm threshold AL1 Ch.A
F32 = Setting of alarm threshold AL2 Ch.A
F33 = Setting of alarm threshold AL1 Ch.B
F34 = Setting of alarm threshold AL2 Ch.B
F50 = Control logic RL
F51 = Delay time RL energization
F52 = Impulse time RL
F53 = Type of operation RL
F54 = Type of memorization RL
F55 = Relay inhibition time when switching on
F66 = Display of signal level
F68 = Display of program version.
F76 = Value of TRIP-MULTIPL. (TRM) function
F78 = Channel to be displayed when switching on
F79 = Access to the PROTECTED FUNCTIONS

F30: Setting of self-diagnostics type
The control logic is set for self-diagnostics, which acts on RL5.
0 = No self-diagnostics control
1 = Alarm if pick-up is disconnected Ch.A
2 = Alarm if pick-up is disconnected Ch.B
3 = Alarm if pick-up is disconnected Ch.A or Ch.B

F31: Presetting of alarm threshold AL1 Ch.A
Acts on RL1, presets alarm level 1 for channel A involving values lying between 0 and 999 with the following accuracy:
0 to 0.099 = 3 decimal places
0.1 to 0.99 = 2 decimal places
1 to 99.9 = 1 decimal place
100 to 999 = 0 decimal places

F32: Presetting of alarm threshold AL2 Ch.A
Acts on RL2, presets alarm level 2 for channel A involving values lying between 0 and 999 with the following accuracy:
0 to 0.099 = 3 decimal places
0.1 to 0.99 = 2 decimal places
1 to 99.9 = 1 decimal place
100 to 999 = 0 decimal places

F33: Presetting of alarm threshold AL1 Ch.B
Acts on RL3, presets alarm level 1 for channel B involving values lying between 0 and 999 with the following accuracy:
0 to 0.099 = 3 decimal places
0.1 to 0.99 = 2 decimal places
1 to 99.9 = 1 decimal place
100 to 999 = 0 decimal places

F34: Presetting of alarm threshold AL2 Ch.B
Acts on RL4, presets alarm level 2 for the channel  involving values lying between 0 and 999 with the following accuracy:
0 to 0.099 = 3 decimal places
0.1 to 0.99 = 2 decimal places
1 to 99.9 = 1 decimal place
100 to 999 = 0 decimal places

F50: Relay control logic
After selecting the number of the relay to be preset (from RL1 to RL5), the [+] and [-] buttons can be used to preset its
control logic, which appears on the display with the following wording:
Hi = Alarm when the vibration value exceeds the preset threshold
Lo = Alarm when the vibration value drops below the preset threshold
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F51: Delay time, relay energization
After selecting the number of the relay to be preset (from RL1 to RL5), it is possible to set the delay time in energizing
the relay selected; the values range from 0 to 250 seconds.
By presetting 0, it means that the relay is actuated immediately when the alarm condition is detected. If a delay time is
set, the alarm condition should be present for the entire delay time, at the end of which the relay will be actuated; if the
alarm condition ceases during the delay time,  the timer is reset to 0 and the relay is not actuated.

F52 Relay impulse time
An impulse time can be preset for each relay; the values range from 0 to 250 seconds.
When set to 0 this function is disabled,  i.e. the relay is actuated and then remains in this state until the alarm status has
ended; when the value is set to greater than 0, upon detection of the alarm, the relay is actuated and then, when this
impulse time has elapsed, the relay is released.
However the LED signalling the channel alarm condition remains lit up even if the relay has finished the impulse time and
therefore has been released.

F53: Mode of relay operation
The alarm relays can operate both in Normally RELEASED (NR) mode and in Normally ENERGIZED (NE) mode.
In the first mode, the relays are at rest and are energized when an alarm condition occurs. In the second mode, the
relays are normally energized and are released if an alarm occurs.
As in the case of function F50 also here, first select on which relay to operate (RL.1 - RL.5), then proceed to set the
mode of operation:
   "OFF" = Relay normally released (NR: energized when an alarm occurs)
   "On"   = Relay normally energized (NE: released when an alarm occurs)
Likewise the value of this function should be set with [+] and [-]; press [OK] to end.

F54: Type of relay memorization
For each relay it is possible to set the type of operation in the case of alarm ceasing, i.e. if the alarm must be latched
(MEM) or unlatched (FUG).
After selecting the relay on which to act (RL1 - RL5), choose between two statuses, ON or OFF, which can be selected
via the [+] button; press [OK] to end and memorize the choice.
OFF = Alarm UNLATCHED (NON MEMORIZED): when an alarm condition exists, the relay is energized; when the alarm

condition ceases, the relay is released.
ON  = Alarm LATCHED (MEMORIZED): when an alarm condition exists, the relay is energized; when the alarm condition

ceases, the relay remains energized until the channel to which the relay is referred. receives the RESET pulse
on relative input.

F55: Inhibition time for the relay when switching on
When the instrument is switched on, the relays are inhibited from operating for a fixed time of 1 second; in addition to this
second, an additional time can be set, between 0 and 240 seconds, during which the relays will not be actuated even if
an alarm condition occurs; the setting is common for all relays.

F66 Display of signal level
The display value could be useful for determining whether it is necessary to change the level of amplification (see F86):
• when F86=Low and the level of the channel is lower than 8, the amplification can be changed to High
• when F86=High and the level of the channel is higher than 90, the amplification can be reduced to Low
Select with [+] or [-] the channel A or B and then press [OK]; the current level of the signal will be displayed in
percentage (%) with respect to the full scale of the analog/digital converter.
Caution ! This signal analysis and consequent change in level of amplification with F86 must  be with the rotating
machine running at service speed.
Furthermore this value can be rechecked periodically or when it is realized that the vibrations of the rotating machine can
be increased with respect to the previous period

F68: Display of program version
When selecting this function, it is possible to show the program version of the instrument on the display. Press any
button to end and return to the selection of the functions.

F76: TRIP-MULTIPLIER setting (TRM)
With this function the value of TRM is set in the range from 1 to 5; the value is common to all alarm relays (RL1…RL4).
The alarm threshold multiplication factor set is used when terminals 7 and 9 of the instrument are short-circuited.
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F78: Channel to be displayed when switching on
This function serves to set the channel to be displayed when switching on the instrument.
Use [+] and [-] to select which channel to show on the display, according to this table:

Reading on
display

Display

0 Displays channel A
1 Displays channel B
2 Alternates display between A and B every 2 sec. (the time of 2 seconds is fixed and cannot be

modified)
3 Displays the greater between A and B

The possibilities of use of  [A/B] on the control panel can be changed depending on the type of display, namely:
Selection 0 and 1: When pressing [A/B] the system switches to the display of the other channel (which remains displayed
until the button is pressed again).
Selection 2: The other channel with respect to the one on the display is shown; after 2 seconds, the alternative display is
resumed.
Selection 3: As long as the button is held down, the value of the other channel  appears on the display (i.e. the one with
the lower value). When the button is released, the channel with the greater value returns on the display.

F79: Access to the following:

Protected functions available

F85 = Frequency range for acquisition
F86 = Amplification of channels
F88 = Analog inputs value
F90 = Enabling of channels
F91 = Type of pick-up
F92 = Type of measurement
F93 = Unit of measurement unit
F94 = Full scale of channels
F95 = Self-calibration of channels
F96 = Calibration of analog outputs
F97 = Instrument address for RS485
F98 = Checksum parameters up calculate

F85: Frequency range for acquisition

This function serves only for displaying the current setting of the acquisition frequency, since the latter has been set fixed
to 2Khz for acquisition of range from 10 to 1000Hz (however the acquisition is also valid for frequencies below 10 Hz)
After selecting this function, the current value must be = 3
The function is terminated automatically after about 1 second of display.
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F86: Amplification of channels
The channel normally works with LOW amplification; if it is known that the signal to be measured always has a small
amplitude (e.g. for vibrations lower than 10 mm/s), the HIGH amplification can be preset
If the signal amplified as HIGH causes saturation of the analog amplifiers, such situation is signalled by the flashing, for a
few seconds, of the orange LED of the channel concerned (A or B)
In such case, the amplification should be returned to LOW.
After choosing the channel to be modified with [+] or [-] and pressing [OK], select (still with [+] or [-]) the amplification of
the analog signal of each channel between two values: LOW  (Lo appears on the display) or HIGH (Hi appears on the
display)
Caution ! When modifying the amplification, the display value could change slightly with respect to the one displayed
with the other amplification owing to the different accuracy with which it has been acquired.

Determination of the amplification for measurements with “standard” sensors and WITHOUT the analog
integrator

Measurement in mm/S with Velocity transducer, 21.2 mV*mm/S
Measurement in g with  Acceleration transducer, 100mV*g

Velocity transducer: For FULL SCALE up to 5 mm/S, use HI amplif.
For FULL SCALE above 5 mm/S , use LO amplif.

Acceleration transducer.: For FULL SCALE up to 1 g, use HI amplif.
For FULL SCALE above 1 g, use LO amplif.

If, instead, an internal analog integrator is used (measurements in mm/s when using an acceleration transducer),
always set the amplification to LO

F88: Analog inputs value
This function allows displaying the current value of the analog channel (which can be selected with the [+] and [-] keys
between values 0 and 15)
The displayed value is the one read directly by the ADC and varies from 0 to 4095 (12 bit).
To end the display, strike any key.
CAUTION !!! When displaying the channel value, bear in mind the following notes:
• During the display of the value there will no acquisition of the value on the other channels; hence  the checks

regarding alarms and self-diagnosis, as well as the analog outputs (4-20 mA or 0-10V) will be disabled for all
the channels.

• Max. display time is 60 seconds, then the function is ended automatically
• Strike any key to end the display before the 60 seconds.

F90: Enabling of channels
Channels A and B can be enabled or disabled separately, e.g. to use the instrument for measurement of just one
channel without the other (unconnected) signalling that the sensor is missing.
After selecting this function, the wording: A=On (enabled) or else A=OF (disabled) appears on the display. Press buttons
[+] or [-] to change the setting. Press [OK] to pass on to the next channel, either b=ON or b=OF appears and it will be
possible to modify the status.
Caution !  When both channels are disabled, no measurement of the vibration will be made and the wording OFF will
appear on the display instead of the vibration value.

F91: Type of pick-up
It is possible to preset the type of vibration pick-up used for each channel. This setting serves for the correct self-
diagnostics monitoring on the basis of the pick-up used.
After selecting the channel on which to work, select the type of pick-up with [+] and [-]:
Acc = Acceleration transducer
VEL = Velocity transducer
After selecting the type of pick-up and pressing [OK], the output of the currently set pick-up appears on the display. To
modify the output of the pick-up, bear in mind it must be in the natural unit of measurement of the pick-up, hence:
Acceleration transducer = mV for g
Velocity transducer = mV RMS for  mm/s RMS
After setting the required value, press [OK] to memorize the value and to end the function.

F92: Type of measurement
After selecting the channel on which to work, select with [+] and [-] the type of measurement to be made:
RMS = Measurement of the RMS value
Pk = Measurement of the Peak value
PkPk = Measurement of the Peak-to-Peak value
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F93: Unit of measurement
After selecting the channel on which to work, select with [+] and  [-] the unit of measurement of the input signal:
g = g (acceleration)
mms = mm/s (velocity)
CAUTION ! The unit of measurement selected NEVER appears on the display, rather it serves for determining the
conditioning of the signal acquired on the basis of the type of pick-up being used (F91).  Hence to ensure correct
operation of the instrument, correct presetting of the unit of measurement is necessary.
Moreover, if the unit of measurement is modified, a new self-calibration (F95) of the channel is required.

F94:       Full scale of the channels
After selecting the channel on which to work, preset the full scale value for the channel selected.
CAUTION ! The full scale value of the channel serves solely for setting the correct scaling of the analog output (4 to 20
mA or else  0 to 10V).

F95: Self-calibration of the channels
Thanks to this function it is possible to calibrate the channels in order to set the value of the analog inputs in relation to
the measured value.
CAUTION !!!  If this function is performed improperly, it could cause faulty operation of the channel, to the extent that a
new self-calibration will not be carried out correctly.
Furthermore the instrument should be running for at least 10 minutes before carrying out the self-calibration.

Procedure to be followed:
1. Make sure that the channel to be calibrated is enabled (F90=ON)
2. The parameters of functions F91-F92-F93 should be correctly preset.  Even if just one of these parameters is

modified, it causes the self-calibration to be invalid, therefore it should be repeated.
3. Select on which channel to perform the self-calibration (A or B). Use [+] and [-] to make the selection as described

for functions F91-92-etc. then press [OK]
4. The display will show ‘- 0-‘: supply the “zero” signal to the input of the channel being calibrated, then press [OK];

after about 20 seconds (shown on the display with decreasing counting), the first reading of 0, is made with duration
of approx. 30 seconds and during which, the wording ‘0—1’ appears on the display. During this reading, it is not
possible to update the display, hence the wording remains steady for the entire time required. Effective operation of
the instrument is indicated only by the two flashing OK LEDs. At the end of the first reading of 0,  the instrument
again counts 20 seconds, then the second reading is made, likewise for about 30 seconds with steady showing of
the wording ‘0—2’ on the display.

5. After this, the display will show ‘-FS-‘ to indicate that the signal required for calibrating the instrument scale should
be supplied to the input of the pick-up of the channel being calibrated.: supply, as previously, a 100mV RMS
signal at the frequency of 156.13 Hz. CAUTION!!! The amplitude of the signal should be the one arriving at
input of the instrument channel being calibrated; this could be lower than the one emitted by the generator
owing to drops on the connection cables. Using a precision digital voltmeter, check the amplitude of the
signal across the terminals of the TM1 instrument and adjust the generator output accordingly!
When the signal is present and steady, press [OK] to start the function, which consists of four readings (indicated on
the display with the wordings ‘FS-1’ … ‘FS-4’), each one for about 20 seconds.

6. After these readings, the calibration values are memorized and the instrument returns to function F95.

F96: Calibration of analog outputs
The PWS board of the instrument is configured at the start in the CEMB laboratories for the type of analog output
required by the customer (voltage or current) by means of internal jumpers. Hence it is not possible to adjust the type of
output; only its calibration can be adjusted.
It is possible to configure the two outputs independently, e.g. one in current and one in voltage, but the output OUT1 will
always indicate the value of  channel A while the output OUT2 that of channel B.

To calibrate the analog outputs, proceed as follows:

1. On the output to be calibrated, connect a load resistor (>10 Kohm for voltage output or 100 ohm for current output).
Also connect a voltage or current measuring instrument as appropriate.

2. Select function F96. Then after pressing [OK] select the channel to be calibrated with [+] or [-]; again press [OK] to
confirm.

3. The current value (greater than 1 and without decimal places) appears on the display for calibration of the scale
start. Modify it with [+] or [-] to obtain the required value (0V for voltage output or 4 mA for output in amps.). To
ensure optimum calibration,  increase it until the output value starts to rise, then decrease it by a few units. The
initially preset default  value is 70.

4. Press button [AL1-2] to pass on to calibration of the full scale.
5. A value lower than 1 with 3 decimal places appears. Modify it with [+] or [-] in order to obtain the max. required

value in output (10 V for voltage or mA for current). The initially preset default value is 0.700
6. When the correct value is obtained, press [OK] to memorize the parameters and end the function.
7. Press [AL1-2] to return to calibration of the scale start.
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8. Button [A/B] can be pressed at any moment to end the function without saving the preset parameters  rather the
previous ones will be left.

F97: Board serial address
Each TM1 instrument performs the SLAVE function when it is inserted in a serial data acquisition network where a
MASTER instrument is present (e.g. a PC) which performs the cyclic interrogation of the SLAVE boards.
In such case, each instrument must be assigned with an address lying between 1 and 120.
When the address 0 is present on an instrument, its serial interface is disabled, therefore it will no longer reply to the
interrogation by the MASTER.
After selecting the function, press the number of the address with [+] or [-], then press [OK] to confirm.
CAUTION !!! When in the same network, each SLAVE instrument must have a different address from the others; if two
instruments have the same SLAVE number, they will reply together to the interrogation by the MASTER thus causing
faulty operation of the system and risk of damage to the circuits of the serial interface.
Hence it is highly important not to have any "gaps" in the numbering sequence (i.e. numbering of the SLAVE instruments
should be made without “skipping” a number), otherwise delays would be introduced in the functioning of the network
that could impair data acquisition by the MASTER.

F98 : Checksum parameters recalculate NOVRAM
NOVRAM  is the internal memory of the board which retains the preset operating parameters and calibration values, also
when the board is off.
When there is strong electrical interference, it could be possible for the values contained in the NOVRAM to change
independently and the board control program realizes this because the checksum for the parameters is different from the
memorized one; hence this is indicated on the display with message E.02
This function F98 can be used to remove this error and reset the correct checksum of the parameters. After selecting it
and pressing [OK] the value “ 0” appears on the display; use [+] and [-] to set one of the following values to choose the
required operation, then again press [OK] to perform it:

Display
value

Function

3 Recalculate checksum. Only the checksum of NOVRAM will be recalculated without changing any value.
However after performing this function it is advisable to check all presettable values because it is highly
likely that at least one of the values has changed. Furthermore it is also advisable to carry out another self-
calibration of  the channels (F95) or, at least, check with another instrument that the values measured are
still correct.

13 Initialize with default values. The values contained in NOVRAM are set to the “default” ones, i.e. the
standard initial values with which the board is tested in the laboratory. CAUTION ! Most probably these
values will not be the ones valid for using the board; e.g. the type of pick-up, type of measurement of the
value, etc. Could have been changed;  hence they must all be set again for correct configuration.
Moreover, after performing this initialization, it is necessary to repeat the self-calibration of the measuring
channels (F95)

ERROR MESSAGES

If problems in operation arise that cannot be corrected independently by the microprocessor of the instrument, a number
appears on the display preceded by the letter E (e.g. E.01) indicating the type of problem.

Error Description
1 Problems in communication with the HOST computer
2 Faulty operation of the parameters memory

After an error is displayed, to return to display and display the vibration value, press [OK].

If it is not possible to solve the problem indicated, proceed to contact the CEMB Technical Service.


